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Abstract 

The largest potential gains to research in the coconut industry of the South 
Pacific lie in agro-industrlal processing and post~harvest technology. Public 
funding of agronomic research is well accepted because the outcorne of such 
research is viewed as a public good. Since the benefits of processing 
research could be appropriated by the private sector, it is usually argued that 
such research should be left to this sector. However, private enterprise has 
shown little initiative in developing improved processing technology in this 
region over the last century. Economic reasons in favour of public funding 
for agro-industrial research hinge on arguments relating to ·'ruarket failure" t 
external economies of scale, the monopsony power of agriCUltural processing 
plants and conservation benefits. However, "institutional failure" in aid 
deUverymechanisms may rule out the Australian public llutse being the 
means of rescue. 
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SHOULD AGRO-INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH BE FUNDED FROM THE PUBLIC PURSE? 

The case of integrated coconut processing for the South Pacific. 

Dan M. Etherington 

The Australian National University 

1. THE PUBLIC FUNDING ARGUMENT 

The very large potential gains to the South Pacific from improved coconut 

processing warrant focusing research in post-harvest technology. However, the 

funding of such research with grants from the public purse raises a number of 

fundamental research policy issues for .the agricultural sector in developing counuies. 

Typically overseas aid for agricultural research attempts to focus on problems at the 

farm level. Here, .the external economies of scale of research are well recognised. 

Furthennore, when a farm technology is developed it becomes, in theory at least, a 

public good available to all fanners operating in the relevant fanning system for 

which the technology has been developed. With a public good the developers cannot 

easily capture the rent or returns on their investment in research or development. In 

other words, the developers cannot retain intellectual property rights to their product. 

This is an underlying rationale supporting crop improvement (supply increasing) 

research. 

External economies of scale also apply in the case of post..:harvest or processing 

technology research. However, here it is more likely that the benefits of R&D can 

be captured through patent rights. This can imply that such developments should be 

left to the private sector. Furthermore, it is often argued that most of the benefits of 

publicly fundedpost-h1IVest research will be appropriated by a few processors and 

will not necessarily be passed on to fanners. If this is the case then these few 

processing companies have simply been subsidised by tax payers. 
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Is this the end of the matter or are there valid economic arguments in favour of 

agro-industrial technology research?l The answer to this question is sought in tenns 

of a real world situation .. the coconut industry in the south Pacific. Some of the 

predicaments of the coconut industry t the potential for developing improved 

processing systems,and the important distinction between "supply shiftn and "demand 

pulltl research are first considered. The potential economic gains in terms of 

opportunity costs, product benefits and intangible benefits are then assessed before 

returning to the central question of public funding. 

2. THE BACKGROUND SCENARIO 

The world coconut industry is faced with Dlany major problems. A partial list 

would include at least !he following: 

2.1. World prices fluctuate wildly and have been on a consistent 
downward trend over the last 40 years. 

2.2. There is increasing competition from other vegetable oils. 

2.3. Tnere has been a vigorous - indeed vicious - campaign by the 
AUlerican Soybean Association and others against importing 
any "Tropical Oils" into the USA. (ASIA WEEK, '1987). 

2.4. TbeEuropean Community is implementing legislation mandat
ing lowerpermissable levels ofaflatman in copra and other 
oilseeds. It is extremely difficult to have dramatic 
improvements in the quality of copra in smallholding situa
tions. (APCC, 1988a). 

2.5. .Devastating regional outbreaks of disease have occurred, such 
as Lethal Yellowing Disease in the Caribbean and cadang 
cadang in parts of the Philippines. 

2.6. The commodity has been grossly under funded in research. 
Indeed some producing countries have no formal research 
capability. (CGIAR, 1987). 

1 The phrases "post~harvest", "agricultural processing" and tlagre-industrial" are 
used interchangeably in this paper but could be seen as activities within a continuum 
from the preservation of an agricultural product through to radical changes in its 
fonn. 
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2.7. International coconut research priorities have been inap

propriateso that much of the research perfonned bas been 

nusdirected. 

2.8. The lllrgest coconut producing country , with the most exten

sive research record and expertise is shackled by the legacy 

and impact of years of corruption and exploitation. 

2.9. Typical yields are very low compared to known potential yields. 

2.10. Most new high yieldinghybcid coconut varieties that have 

been developed are not suited to areas that are cy;lone prone. 

The largest areas of coconut production are in cyclone prone 

regions. 

2.11. Many view the fact that smallholders produce about 96% of 

the world output of coconut as a problem because smallholde
rs have been unwilling to participate in massive replanting 
,(jchemes. 

2.12. Most of the trade in coconuts is in the form of an oilseed, 

copra, or crude coconut oil. These commodities require 

extensive processing or,refming to make them edible. The 

technology for this was designed a century ,ago and has 

changed little since. 

This is an extraordinary litany of ills for a commodity with so many potential 

uses. Figure 1 illustrates some of the uses. For the South Pacific,the I!Qtential 

is indicated by the restriction of cUlTent usage mainly to items above the dotted line 

(. ..). The coconut industry is in urgent need ofaltemative and innovative 

development strategies. The industry is extremely labour intensive: what happens to 

it affects a great many people,people who are among the poorest on the globe. 

Furthennot'C, in an era that is becoming increasingly concerned with environmental 

issues., weare here dealing with a.tree crop renowned for the stability and sus

tainability of its production (Conway 1985). It is not merely benign in suitable 

environments but has significant synergetic interactions with other crops. 

3 



Figure 1. Potential products tromthecoconut palm 
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Current policy prescriptions for this industry continue to emphasise "suppJy 

shiftingurechnologies - that .is, technologies that seek to raise fann incomes by 

increasing the productivity of existing coconut palms by improved cultutalpractices 

or bydevelopingsuitablehighyielcllng varieties (HYV). The embodied nature of 

HYV technologymeans.that it Isonly available for lew planting or replanting 

programs. For long-lived perennial crops such technology generally has little impact 

on the :presentgeneration ·.of fanners. 

Supply shift policies nlOst suit rapidly expanding market situations. .For .IXlost 

agricultural commodities, static or declining markets imply that .increased production 

will be more than matched by the decline in prices. In the case of coconuts, the 

volume of worldtrade(fOf copra and coconut oil) has not incr-~ased significantly over 

the last ten years. Over .the last four c2ecades prices bave flUctuated widely (mare 

than for any other oilseed) andbave declined steadily (at about two pet cent per 

annum). In an earlier policy review (Etherington 1988) it was argued that such 

circumstances tequirethat more attention be given to the demand side of the market 

with a 'tdemandpuU·' strategy. A major advantage of sucba stratcgy,andindeed 

any positive demand shift, is mal the impact is "disembodied" so that the price rise 

can .a{fect.all existing sellers/producers in the short to medium term. With an 

improvement inthemarkct for their cOllUllodity, farmers are more likely to adopt the 

:results of agronomic research. 

These distinctions are shown in static fonninFigure .2. Let the initial ,market. 

iforcoconuts be cleared when the quantity q is sold atpricep with demand D.D and 

supply SS. An increase in supply to curve S1S1 results in the quantity q, being sold 

at the reduced price ·of p, with total .retums also declining (OpAq> Op.Bqt). On 

.the otberhandt if it is possible to shift the demand function DDupwards to the right 

to D,Dtthen.an increased quantity (<I,) is sold at the higher pricep1 with an increase 

in total returns (OPaCql .' QpAq). The most common causes of demand shifts are 

increases in PQpulation and changes in taste. For coconuts, demand shifts can arise 

from both these sources. The expansion in the use of .coconut products in new 

market areas would representbotb an increase in population and a change in taste. 

For .the traditional export product of copra, the suggestion ofsucb Dlarketex- 'ctnsion 

5 
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would simply be wishful thinking. However. we contend that a change in the 

product.mix can effect such a market expansion. Thus a move away from the 

production of a low valuedintennediate product, copra (often produced by burning 

much of the shell and husk), to higher valued final products (foods) and the 

production of valuable by .. products could result in effective demand shifts being 

observed at the farm level. 

These conventional supply and demand curves can also be used to give a brief 

history of the world copra market since the second world war. While there have 

been wild fluctuations in. copraprices,iliere has also been a steady declining trend of 

about two per cent per annum. From a starting point at C. the demand. for copra 

and .coconut oil fell as a result of the massive increase in the supply of competing 

oils, particularly palm oil and. its joint product, palm kernel oil.1 This meant a move 

down SS to A. The increase in the supply of these lauric oils occurred concurrently 

with a rapid incx:ease in soybean production and with widespread adoption of 

hydrogenation (invented in 1900) of unsaturated oUsallowed th"m to be substituted 

for coconut oil in margarine. Increases in the supply of coconut oil (the move from 

A to B) have not been great and have been almost entirely due to increases in area 

planted to tbepalm. 

Figure 3 shows the supply curve for coconuts (SS) and a set of demand curves 

(D .. D~.) where the subscript limit refers to tinalmarket demand and the subscript "r' 
to demand at the fann level. The quantities are all in tenns of fann level products 

(coc;onutj)\' The difference between the D •. and Ut • cutves (M . .) represents the 

marketing margin which here includes all costs between th~ farm gate and the final 

consumer ... including processing. Tbisfigure .illustrates a situation in whicbthere is 

an effective fann level demand shift from two sources: 

Case 1) a shift in the final market from D.O. to D.1D.. as a result of selling 

existing coconut products into a new market. (There are many national 

" In the p.resentcontex.t it is relevant to pose the question as to the relative 
contribution of agronomic and processing research to ·thesuccess story of oil palm. 
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markets with very low levels of consumption of coconut products.) This shift 

is reflected in the shift of the fann level demand, curve for coconuts from 

D,D,to DnDn- This move at the fann level is shown as being much smaller 

than tho move in the final market and reflects the increased marketing costs 

associated with moving hlto the new market (Ml > M). In other words, even 

the move into a substantial additional market with a large increase in the final 

market price may have ol,ly a ,modest but unambiguuus gain at the fann gate. 

Case 2) a change in the product mix (say from copra to products requiring the 

processing of whole freshcoconutst for example. coconut cream) can also shift 

the demand curve for coconuts from D.D. to D.tD.!- There are now three 

impacts! the production of higher valued fmal products frorn the coconut flesh, 

the joint 'production of by·products (energy, fibre andcbarcoal)and (mally, 

cogeneration. The latter two serve to reduce the production costs ~f mcnew, 

higher valued products eM, <MJ. This is reflected. in the move of the fann 

level demand curve from D,D, to DaDn. 

The combined effects of these two sources of change in demand. (not shown 

in the figure) will be greater than either case separately. 

3. lNVENTlON, INNOVATION AND THE PROJECT CYCLE 

Ina .recent llproject identification·' slUdyreviewing technology. market 

prospects and economic costs and returns, Etherington & Hagen (1989) show that 

relauvelysmall scale plants could be highlyptofitable if the production system 

util~s the whole coconut. The main products would be food grade,semi .. bullc, 

coconut cream andlornatural coconut oil. Semi .. bulk coconut cream is essentially a 

new commodity to food processors - but it isa commodity which they have indicated 

they want (ACtAR. ,1988). Assucht it is assumed that food processors will develop 

the final consumer market. ·fhe reduction in processing costs over conventional 

copramillsisncbieved by using the biomass of the coconut shell and husk to 

provide energy for the plant and also produce additional by"products (coit fibre· and 

coconut shell charcoal). The ·'reservationttmarket would be the natural coconut oil 

andedibl~ coconut, meal (defatted desiccated coconut). 

7 



Figure 1 Supply al1d DemQlld Shirts 
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The proposed processing system is summarised in Figure 4. Such an in

tegrated system is innovative in many ways: 

.1. it requires the delivery to the factory of the whole Oliginal raw 
material - good quality mature whole nuts - ; 

2. the processing technology can vary from the well proven to the innovative 
but. critically, is integrated; 

3. new forms of transport for the finished products are required, and, 

4. finally, nlarketshave to be proven. 

Such a syster;' is far from a marginal change to the existing coconut oiIproduction 

chain where an intermediate kernel product (copra) enters the market ina fonn which 

makes the resultant oil inedible without substantial refining (see Etherington & Hagen 

1989, for details).' Ra.ther, it is a quantum leap onto a totally new level of 

sophistication in processing and, indeed, in corporate organization. There is little 

doubt therefore that the proposed system is risky. The risk would be reduced by 

initially producing the "Reservation Products" for which there are large and well 

defined markets. When this system is proven, it would be possible to add on more 

profitable uPrime Product"processes such as coc~nut cream. 

Currently, only three of the production processes - de-husking, de .. shelling and 

the dust/producer gas burner .. are not available directly "off the shelf' (these are 

marked with '.'). The viability of an integrated whole coconut processing system is 

likely to hinge critically on the development of these processes. It is not that 

invention (the discovery of new products or processes) is required, but innovation 

(the modification of proven inventions into commercially viable techniques) certainly 

is (Suudrum, 1983, p. 148). These essential bridging technologies need development 

fort and testing in, a pilot pllint. Only then are there any prospects for learning a 

3 On receipt at an oil mill, copra has to be cleaned in an acid bath before the 
oil is expeUed. The resultant cnlde coconut oil (CNO) must tben be refined (to 
remove the free fatty acids that caUSe rancidity), bleached and deodorised before the 
oil becomes a blandedibte oil (CNO RBD). This refining process is necessary 
because of the unhygienic methods of producing. storing and transporting copra but it 
also snips the oUof much of its remaining nutrient value. 
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Figure 4 Simplified Production System Flow Chart 
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sufficient amount to allow a thorough feasibility study and the possibility of diffusion 

of the technology. 

To summarize, it is gel} ~y accepted that conventional "supply shifting" 

agricultural research is .a legitimate realm for public funding. In particular, funding 

for such research .on issues of significance to developing countries is. seen as. having 

a good claim on our foreign aid budget. The question posed here is whether 

research into "demand shift" agro-industrial technology, such as tbeprocesses 

described above, also has a reasonable claim to funding from the public purse. 

Specifically, should. Australia fund coconut processing "'e~ .. arch? Should this funding 

come from the official overseas aid ~udget? If the answers to these normative 

questions are affmnative, then which Australian institution(s) would be expected to 

undertake such funding? 4 

4. THE TECHNOLOGY GAPS, COSTS AND RETURNS 

As a result of the examination of coconut processing technology, Etherington 

& Hagen (1989) concluded that for an integrated processing system to be economic 

in ~be South Pacific, de-busking and de-Shelling t.asks should be done mechanically 

(Figure 4). This conclusion was based partly on the evidence of the sociological 

problems in the region that are associated with the repetitive and laborious nature of 

these tasks (e.g. in the desiccated coconut factory in Tonga) and the relatively high 

wage rates. It should also be noted that Malaysia, as a far more developed country, 

is having increasing difficulty in recruiting labour for such work. In the economic 

analysis ofa model plant processing 12,000 nuts ,per day for a South Pacific 

country,S it was estimated that the present value (at a 5% real discount rate) of the 

wages saved by the use of such equipment over a ten year period would allow for a 

4 For the record, Australia has no coconut industry (although it does grow 
coconuts). However, the country has many public and private institutions undertaking 
relevant post .. harvest research . 

.5 12,000 nuts per day is small compared to the design capacity of the Tongan 
plant of 86,000 nuts and a number of Filipino DeN factories which handle over 
220,000 nuts per day. 
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capital cost of between US$ 300,000 and 450,000 for the equipment This implies 

that if the actual equipment (wbendeveloped) cost mucb less than this then it is be 

well worth investing in R&D in these processes for just !m! factory. 

The third critical process is the burner for coir dust and producer gas 

obtained from the manufacture of coconut shell charcoal. The full proposed 

cogeneration energy system is illustrated in Figure. 5. Aside from the c.b-husker and 

de-sheller, only the burner, and the associated control mechanisms, are missing from 

this system. Tbespecific steam engine technology proposed is that developed by the 

Energy Research Centre of the Research School of Physical Sciences, ANU (Kaneff 

et al 1987). Using such a system, .a factory processing 12,000 nuts per 8-bour shift 

has sufficient biomass energy in the dust and "cocogas" to generate about 4.5 MWh 

of electricity. The alternative to using the biomass as the fuel for the processing plaut 

is the regularimpon of diesel fuel, having the dust as a pollutant, and the loss of 

low cost electricity and process heat. The value of the diesel fuel to generate an 

equivalent amount of electricity would be about US$ 540 per day or $135,000 per 

year for 250 working daYS.6 The present value of this over ten years is ·more than 

US$ 1 million. 

If the factory required 100 kW and was to operate for 16 hours per day, five 

days per week, then on the same cost assumptions,the present value of .the diesel for 

this would be about US $ 370tOOO. This cost is greater than the capital cost of a 

steam engine with its associated control systems. Again, this is for only!!!!! factory. 

It is harder to put a cost on the pollution effects of mountains of dust if 

whole coconuts are assembled at factory sites, the coir fibre extracted, but the dust 

remains unused. It is also hard to put a value on the benefits foregone from the low 

cost process heat that would have been available. Both the pollution costs and the 

6 The assumptions here are that it takes.3 litre dieseUkWh and that a litre costs 
a constant 40 cents cJ.f. at the factory. Eight bours operation per day is less than 
20% of capacity and is an uneconomic level of capital utilization. Operating for 
longer hours increases the viability of the plant and the opportunity costs of these 
specific pieces of equipment. 

12 
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benefits foregone are likely to be substantial. It is estimated that the required energy 

system research linking the tW() existing technologies could be accomplished in nine 

monthsata cost of less thanUS$300,OOO (Kaneff& Inall, 1989). 

The throughput of one factoI} .ofthe suggested size represents about 500 

tonnesof copra per year. The South Pacific produced over 300,000 tonnes of copra 

.in 1985. If only one third of this was potentially accessible for such integrated 

factories, 200 such factories could be built. Over ten years, the total benefits 

sacrificed by not undertaking the research (on mechanised de .. husking and de-shelling 

and on cogeneration) would then be well over US $ 130 million.7 To this figure 

could be added the externalities of the spillover effects outside the dermed region. 

Even were this limited to just the poorest of the poor countries such as Mozambique, 

Tanzania and Viet Nam and such factories were to handle half their estitnated current 

copra production, the benefits oftheresea:rch would amount to over $ 250 million. 

5. PRODUCT BENEFITS 

So far the only potential benefits considered have been related to inputs -

labour and energy. (However, much of the potential electricity and process heat 

produced would be surplus to the needs of the factory and would be available to the 

rest of the economy). Benefits derived from the increased value of edible export 

products also need to be considered. Table 1 gives a rough approximation of the 

increase in FOB value of one thousand nuts exported in five different fonns. This 

table only accounts for the value of the alternative uses of the kernel of the nut 

C .;Conut cream gives a five to ten-fold increase in value over copra. Natural 

coconut oil and meal gives more than a two-fold increase in value. If integrated 

processing allows for only a two-fold increase in the value added over copra 

production then the increased value of the exports for the South Pacific from 200 

plants over ten years would be between US $ 95 and 185 million. 

7 Tbisassumes a linear adoption curve over the ten years. 
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Table 1 Export value (FOB) of 1,000 nuts by product 

Product 

Fresh de-husked nuts 
Copra 
Natural coconut oil + meal 
Desiccated coconut 
Coconut cream 

Value 

us $ 

100 .. 150 
40 .. 80 

100 - 200 
150 .. 250 
350 .. 450 

Etherington 

In addition, there is the value of those new .products that are produced within 

such an integrated system. These are coir fibre and charcoal. Annualproduction 

!rom one plant of the stated capacity would be about 500 and 125 tonnes 

respectively_ With unit FOB values of $120 and $150 per tonne, the gross annual 

value would be nearly $80,000 per plant. For 200 plants over ten years, the present 

value is over US $ 60 million. 

In estimating these benefits, no allowa..nce has been made for any producer 

response to higher product prices (i.e. the move fromq to q2 in Figure 3). Such a 

response is possible from the existing stock of trees in. some countries. For example, 

a survey of smallholder coconut fanners in the Solomon Islands calculated, using a 

sample nut count, that a 70 per cent increase in copra production was possible from 

existing palms above current .consnmption and copra production (SIG 1987). This is 

a short run response. In the medium and long tenn, there is the potential for fanners 

to take beltercare of their palms (now more valuable) and to adopt the improved 

technologies generated by agronomic research. 
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6 •. INTANGmLE BENEFITS 

So far~ for the South Pacific alone, we have calculatoodirect benefits and 

opportunity COSlS of over $300mUlion over ten years.' No multiplier effects of the 

factoryinvestmentprogralll or the increased income stream are included. No 

spillover effects to other coconut produc!ngregions are taken into account and the 

South Pacific is only a minor producer on me world scene. In addition there are 

likely to be many intangible benefits which cannot be valued. Depending on the 

location, th.eymight include major environmental factors s\lch as: 

6~L Stemming migration to cities where lawlessness is a major social 
problem due to low income migrants operating outside traditional 
and conventional Authority structures" 

6.2. Saving forest resources from the persistent deprivations of 
fuelwood cutting for inefficient copra drying kilns . and reducing 
smoke pollution from these kilns. 

6.3.. Jmprovedefficiency in charcoal production and the removal of the 
usual substantial smoke pollution. 

6.4. Allowing for the efficient recycling of a critical nutrient (potash) 
from the recovered coir dust ash. 

6.S.. Giving communities a sustainable source of increased income frOIn 
IUl existing renewable resource and thus reducing the pressure to 
uminetltheir tropical rainforests. 

6.6. Enhancing shipping cargo values and volumes . to make regular 
inter~island shipping at multiple points economically viable. 

6.7. Allowing for the potential use of other biomass resources currently 
going to waste (eg. sawdust). 

6.8. Providing cheap rural .electricity (and process heat) which could 
enable the further processing in other in.dustries. 

6.9. The reduction of malaria by reducing the number of cups of half 
coconuts lying in piles near villages. (These empty half nuts are 
residues of the copra xnakingprocess). 

.. Conservative assumptions am made inaniving at this estimate. For example, 
it is assumed that there is a constant rate of .adoption of the technology and that 
there is no supply response by fanners to higher prices. If benefits are only 
calculated on the basis of the net present value of the investment in 200 plants (each 
costing US$ .75miUion) over ten years, these amount to about $250 million. 
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It is sometimes argued that an integrated processing system could have a 

negative impact on fertility levels in coconut groves because recyclable nutrients in 

the husks and shells are removed. from the fann. There is .,certainly theoretical merit 

in this argument. If all husks and shells were placed around the base of the palms. 

nutrients wonldbe recycled and the moisture retention characteristics of the soil 

would be improved. In general practice, howeveI"t husks and shells are to be found 

in midden~]ikepiles fnlm which few palms gain benefit. Tbepotentialofrecycling 

potash recovered from any dust or husk burner should certainly he the subject of 

research. 

7. THE ARGUl\fENT FOR AND AGAINST PUBLIC FUNDING 

While tbeestimated gains from coconut processing research are admittedly 

rough and ready , they are substantial. Such gains would be funher enhanced by the 

adoption oftbose technologies developed in conventional supply orientated research 

on coconuts. Davis. Dram and Ryan (1987) give the total expected benefits from 

supply orlentatedresearch on coconuts as 1983 US $ S3miUion. (Only the benefits 

froOlresearch in nce,potato and wheat exceed $219 million.) These estimates are 

based on a sophisticated model that looks at the impact of as% reduction in 

production costs and adjusts the estimated benefits for differential probabilities of 

success, spillover effects and adoption potentials. It is significant that international 

assessments of agricultural research priorities only consider supply~side research. The 

very large potential gains from improved coconut processing would seem to warrant 

focusing research in :post-harvest or agro-industtial technology. However, as noted in 

the introduction, the funding of such research with grants from the public purse raises 

a number of researcbpolicy issues for the agricultural sector in developing countries. 

Supply shifting research attempts to focus on problems at the faml level so that new 

technologies should become apubUc good available to all fanners operating in the 

relevant farming system. With a public good. private developers cannot retain 

intellectual propeny rights to their product. 
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In the case of post-harvest, oragro-industtial processing technology, it is 

argued that the benefits of R & ,D can be captured tlu'ough patent tights~This could 

imply that such developments should be left to the private sector which will ap

propriate the benefits of its own research. Iftbe R &D is publicly funded then, it 

is argued.. the few processing companies have simply been subsidised by the tax 

payers in the donor (or developing) country. 

In addition to the envmonmental factors there are four economic arguments in 

favour of public funding for agro-industrial research for the coconut industry of the 

South Pacific. 

7.1. Market failure 

The countries of the South Pacific are very small in size. .remote and their 

particular resource endowments make them poor candidates for private research 

interest within high income countries. In a quite literal .sense, the island economies 

are "over the horizon" and their problems are of little relevance to those who allocate 

private research funds in the high income countries. In the specific case of coconuts, 

few high incomecountrlesgrow the crop and none have viable coconut industries. 

These island nations are known to be small in all respects: physical size, populations~ 

incomes, domestic markets and as producers of commodities. The difficulties of 

communication and the regUlarity of shipping supplies is symptomatic of their 

remoteness. The islands are truly on the pedpheryand marginal to private business 

interests. Moreover, these ·'nations" are typically fragmented into many individual 

communities with quite distinct languages. "Market failurett occurs in at least four 

ways: 

first, the high income countries with the skills .andresources to tackle some of the 

islands' technical problems do not have an economic intelligence network that 

adequately covers the South Pacific; 

secondly,the islands do not know the range of technologies that are available 

internationally nor do they have .enough trained personnel to continually assess the 

relevance of new technolOgIes as they are developed; thirdly, theft'agmented nature 

of these island nation states further constrains information flows; and, finally, the 
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islands lack their own research facilities particularly for work directed towards the 

needs of the smallholder sector~9 

This case of .tmarket failuretlmight be regarded as an extreme case - causing 

neglect within a neglected industry. This neglect is not confined to the private 

sector. Public institutions are beginning to recognise this situation. The Technical 

Advisory Committee (T AC)of thr.' Consultative Group on International Agricultural 

ReseatCb (CGIAR) concluded, inter alia, ina 1986 report on tlCGIAR Priorities and 

Future Strategies" that 

nCocortut lsthe oil crop most in need of international research support 
International research on the crop is currently underfunded and it has 
the potential fOJ; highpay .. off. Funhennore, coconut is a smallholder 
crop that. is ecologically sound and offers a broad range of dietary~ 
income,and employment opportunities.. It is not only a primary source 
of edible oil, but also of fibre and livestock feed, once it can be 
processed into a variety of end-products." 

This is a useful stan for the industry as a whole but the particular requirements of 

the island nations are likely to remainperipileral unless it is clearly demonstrated that 

the ,applied research has very high social returns~ 10 Tbispaper hasnied to showthnt 

the returns are indeed su~stantial and should legitimize public funding on. straight 

economic tenus - leaving aside any political motivation in providing research 

assistance. 

7.2. Corporate structure and economies or scale 

Public funding of agro-industrial research could indeed result .inpure subsidies 

if the processing operations are owned and operated by private individuals or 

companies on their own account and the researeh organization has no patent rights. 

~ However, significant R&D has been done and is taking place within the 
plantation sector for their own private benefit Thus at Tavauni estate in Fiji, a 
steam engine cogeneration .system bas been integrated intotheircopm ,production 
system. Levers Sololllons, a largeplantauoncompany in the Solomon Islands.t is 
currently buUdinga 10.000 ton oil mill for its own copra~ 

.10 The, author has often been asked why l1e is bothering to work on the coconut 
industry, let alone that of the South Pacific. Fortunately, the mandate of the 
Researcb School of Pacific Studies affumssuch fundamental research,even if it is 
not in current vogue. 
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However, private own~tShip ofagricultllral processing facilities is certainly not 

nec~ry forefticient business management. Neither must p.atentrights be 

aoondoned.}f aid funds aJ'Ctequired for such reSflarch,then it seems reasonable to 

negotiate fot institutional arrangements and safcg\.'unis so thut the benefits of the 

technology ~ nQt11lonopolised. 

Two highly successful examples of technologically advanced cooperative 

arra,ngements for agricultural processing illustrate-the point! 

1) the. Kenya Tea Development Authority (KTDA), and 

.2) the Botswana Meat Commission (BMC). U 

The l\.JDA is widely recognised as being one of the great success storie$ of 

African agricultural development. It grew out of the reseatCh initiative oflbo 

Kenyan Departmental Agri~ulture in. the late 1950s. The KTDA is a public bi

lateral ll'lOnopolycontroUed by a Board of Directors through an executiveOeneral 

Manager andprofessionaismff. A majorltyof the Directors are elected bytbe 

smallholder tea growers. In 1986, there were over 150,000 sucb smallholder:; with an 

average size of tea garden of 0.38 be¢tares. Through an elal>otatetransponation 

netWork. the KTDA arranges the collection of about 300,000 tonnes of green leaf ~r 

year" This leaf is processed in 39 modem factories located in rural .areas.. The 

output. (l985J6) of 66t574 tonnes of processed tea makes tbeKTDAthe largest black 

tea exporter in the world. Tne value of Kenya'ls smallholder teacJqWrts in i986 

exceeded US$ 130 million (I\."'lDA 1987). Tea in Kenya (like coconuts mthe South 

Pacific) is produced the ye:,u-IOund. Thel\."TDA mant\ges the thousands of individual 

grower accounts on its computers so that regular monthly payments and annual 

bonuses are paid according to individual production and the .specific prices that each 

factory obtains on the international auction markets~ 

The Botswana Meat Commission was described in Agribusiness World as the 

'~prlde of rhe A frlc an beef industry.;' The .BMC operates two large abattoirs and 

packages frozen meat for tlle European export market. It has a number of close 

)lPor brief accounts of both of these, see Abbott 1987 chapter 6, p. 146 ... 152 
and 157-165. 
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similaritie'; with the KIDA in the timing of .its inception, its monopoly position, the 

value of its production. its focus on export markets. its professional management, the 

sophistication of its processing plants and its orientation to the needs of local African 

fanners. Unlike the Kenya tea cnse, local herdsmen already owned large herds of 

livestock. Thus an existing resource. like the coconuts of thl~ South Pacific, needed to 

be more efficiently exploited to reach the high value but demanding markets of 

Europe. Economic success was achieved by efficient management and by viewing 

the total animal as the resource. Thus, not only are expensive cuts of meat sold to 

ni.che markets but tanned hides nrc also sold to world markets. 

The KTDA and the BMC are examples of radical innovation, not invention. 

Sets of well known technologies were repackaged to be appropriate for smallholder 

fanning situations. The aim was to use the best technology in the most appropriate 

form to get the higbest value to the farmers. A gradualist approach wbich would 

have first required the tea farmers. for example, to produce sun .. dried green tea for 

sale on the local market, then progress to kiln drying and eventually to a level of 

sophistication enabling sales on international markets would have been a case of "too 

little, too late". It would have removed one of the few technology advantages 

available to latecomers in the development process. 

With both the KTDA and the BMC. highly sophisticated processing plants are 

operated in rural areas for the prime benefit of local fanners. Farmers have a very 

specific stake in the success or failure of these factories and maintain a strong 

interest in their operations. The institutional arrangements, or corporate structures, of 

these organizations allow fanners to gain substantial external economies of scale in 

management, processing, marketing, transport and research (Etherington 1971, World 

Bank 1982). These two examples of highly successful institutional or corporate 

arrangements ~ exceptional. Africa is not the only continent to have experienced 

many failures of such quasi-governmental enterprises. In many countries fanners 

have been encouraged to specialize on a particular crop only to have their markets 

disappear with a failure in the post harvest phase (see Bollard, 1979, for some 

relevant South Pacific experiences). What is clear in the history of both the above 

success stories, is that very considerable public funding from domestic and interna-
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donal sources was used to esta.blish theorga.ni~ations. Prior research effert ever a 

number of years was essential. The coconut industry of the South Pacific presents a 
parallel opportunity. While the use .of the .tenn had. unfortunate colonialist overtones, 

ten years ago the SoutbPacific Agricultural Survey recommended the use of tithe 

plantation mode of managementtt as a means of appropriating the advantages of 

economies Qf scale for the smallholder sector(Ward and Proctor 1979, p.95 .. 105). 

IntegratedcQConut processing and nl3l'keting within a larger corporate structure would 

seem to be essential if the proposal is to match its potential. Research into 

appropriate institutional attangements should be seen as apart of the necessary agro

industrial research. 

7.3. Risk aversion 

.Explicit recognition needs to be given that the reasons fOr the market failure 

and the pfohablerequirement of a sophisticated corporate structure dealing with many 

independent fanners introduce high risk components into the situation. Added to 

these risks are those of political uncertainty: if a single multi-million dollar mining 

operation can be closed down because of the dissatisfaction of a small group of local 

landowners, what are the implications for multi-plant agricultural ,processing? Ethnic 

factionalism, military coups and localised urban violence give little comfort to 

intended investors. For most private investors there are other,more placid, fish in 

the sea~ 

'44. Monopsony power 

It is not only on the grounds of market failure, risk aversion and economies 

of scale that public funding for agro-industrial research can be legitimized for 

coconut processing plants in the South Pacific. The case for such funding is strong 

in any agriCUltural sector where the plant has monopsony (sole buyer) power in a 

given area. An integrated .coconut factory of the proposed type would be a hi-lateral 

monopoly in its location for thepurcbase of nuts and in the sale of electricity and 

process heat. Thus, given an appropriate organizational framework in which the 

long;,,;tenn interests of the farmers are paramount, the contention is that R&D 
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funding .from foreign aid funJs is a valid use Qf such funds and in the interests of 

the general public in both donor and recipientcounhies. Indeed, a key argument is 

that public funding of such research is necessary precisely because non-exploitive 

oJ:g~zational structure.sneed to be established so that benefits can spread beyond the 

factory gate. 

:8. CONCLUSIONS 

COCOl1utsare the most, Widespread renewable resource .in the coastal areas of 

the South Pacific. Current methods of processing are primitive and wasteful in the 

use of resources. The potential benefits of.Iesearch. into improvedp~ssing appear 

to be considerable, in terms of opportunity costs, productreturnsandenvit'onmental 

externalities. The funding requirement is then for the research necessary to develop a 
complete and appropriate tecbnologicaland institutional package. 

While such research is not in cpnflictwith agronomic research, tbecostsof 

processing research are likely to be lower and immediate benefits are likely lobe 

very much greater tban.those derived from agronomic research. Publicfuncling fot 

processing research seems justified on at least five main' grounds: 

1) The small and .isolated nature of the communities results ina ttmarket failureu 

situation in whiehthese communities neither have access tOt nor the local 

resources to develop, agro-industrial processing Jesearch. Themarginal 

significance of these countries in world trade makes tbemunlikely candidates 

forentreprel1curial interest. 

2) There are substantial external economies to be ,gained for individual factories 

if they are part of an ,overall processing, maintenance and marketing 

organizational network. 

3) Remoteness and small size constrain the interest of risk averse business. 

4) Individual factories would have monopsony power in each locality and could 

be higbly exploitive of local coconut growers, 

5) Conservation benefits and positive environmental externalities. 

In spite of its strategic,political and humanitarian interests in the area, it is a 

moot point as to whether Australia is equipped to handletbenecessary research 
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agenda that integrated coconut processing far the islands requires. Suchan agenda 

seems to fall between every existing category of public agricultural research 

responsibility. The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research 

(ACIAR), by internal decisions rather than by constitution, seems to rule olltfurtding 

agro--industrlal research. While theCSIRO and Australian universities undoubtedly 

have the capacity and skills to undertake the necessary research, user-pays principles 

.andresearch funding cutbacks preclude too much serious investigation .into 

international processing needs. The Australian Development AssistanceB1J1'eau 

(AIDAB) has very modest limits on research grants (A$30,OOO) but within this bas 

given grants towardsde~husking and de-shelUng research. More substantial funding 

could be forthcoming. through the bi .. lateralaidprogrambut it would be very 

surprising if any .recipient government would request funding for such research to be 

conducted in Australia ahead of tbe more immediate needs of educatipn,health and 

cOIl1Illunications. What is missing,however, is more than just an appropriate funding 

agency, Australia does not have anypuhlic,risk taking, executing agency. 

In contrast to this, Britain does have institutions that fill these gaps. The 

Overseas ,DevelOpJllent Natural Resources Institute (ODNRl) un~rtakes a wide range 

of research on overseas agriculture, from crop production and protection rlght through 

toagro-industrlal research. As an exe';uting and IllaIlagement agency, the 

Commonwealth Development Corporation has had a very significant role in 

undertaking or in assisting in t~le development of new and risky agricultural 

enterprises. For example, it had an. important role to play in the development and 

implementation of the administrative and fmancial structures of the KTDA. 

In a recentnrticle. the Govemor of the Central Bank of the Solomon Islands 

suggested that 

'If an explicit overall strategy wants to ,have a chance of being effective in 
influencing the course and ~ed of development, it must take account of the 
long~nm adverse trends in terms of trade, foreign aid and priva~ investment, 
together withthegrowtb of population, localized land shortages, limited skills, 
low levels .oisavingsand a shortage of economic infrastructure, that conspire 
to hold back growth.' (Hughes 1988., p.16) 

Etherington & Hagen (1989) have identified a project for the coconut industIyof the 
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South Pacific. that could take into account all tbese (Hughes') constraints. 

analysis identified specific areas for technical and institutional researCh. 

research were successful and its results implemented, it.could 

-rejuvenate a declining' industry; 

.. build on an existing renewable resource; 

- create sustainable wealth; 

- generate employment over a wide range of skills; 

-be ecologically sound; 

-provide a wider distribution ofa highly nutritious food; and, 

... genemte considerably more usable energy .thanit consumes; 

1'be 

Hthis 

but we are left with a dilemma as far as the further exploration oftrus potential from 

Australian resources is concerned. It would seem that the major blockage in this 

whole scenario relates to the reactive modus operandi of Australia's .aid delivery 

mechanisms. Aid delivery is too litemllytied to specific requests directly addressed 

to the aid agencies. More attention needs to be given to generally expressed needs 

that can be assessed out of political and economic intelligence gathering. These can 

then be verified with individual countries. In the case of the coconut industry, the 

needs have been expressed inmanyFAO/uNDP and ADBreports (e.g. Ward & 

Proctor, 1979;APCC, 1988b)and the South Pacific Regional Coconut Products con

fe~nce(1987). The islands are becoming increasingly concerned about dependency 

on imparted fuels and the looming effects of the rise in the ocean level due to the 

Greenhouse Effect. Thecoir burner research would enable the islands to operate on 

renewable energy resources using a Greenhouse neutral technology rather than the 

diesel power presently used. Is it possible that suchinfonnation can.proxnpt 

Australian aid agencies toad(,)pt a proactive position regarding relevant agro

industrial research? Or must we urge other countries to undertake this work or 

Australians to seek intemationalfunding to do SO?12 Since current trends suggest the 

12 In this regard the fmal (September 1989) report to the Technical Advisory 
Committ~ (TAC) of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR) of an expert group engaged to consider the establishment of an international 
'coconut research facility is most encouraging since it recommends that post .. 
harvest/processing research ·be given equal standing and priority with three areas of 
agronomic research. 
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demise of the copra industry in the South Pacific, inaction on research to improve 

processing of this important resource would be akin to "fiddling while Rome bums", 

Institutional failure in Australia t said delivery systems may require calling on more 

distant tIre engines. 
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